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The question:

As machines 
replace humans, 

how is market 
(informational) 

efficiency 
impacted?



It’s not obvious …

• Market efficiency could improve:
➔Machines can process more data than a human

➔Machines can interpret data faster than a human

➔Machines are less susceptible to emotions and bias

… but …

• Market efficiency could deteriorate:
➔Machines cannot deal with “soft” information (can’t be quantified)

➔Overfitting ML models can result in trading on spurious correlations

➔Machines learn to predict the actions of humans – front-run them, 
reduce human profits and info gathering, without bringing new info

➔ Trade-off between speed and accuracy in decision-making, squeezing 
out slow, deliberating humans could come at a cost of accuracy



Measuring the machines



Unique data from US SEC’s EDGAR servers

• Focus on 8-K filings of US stocks:
– Report of unscheduled, material events or corporate changes at a 

company that are deemed important to shareholders or the SEC
– Changes to a material agreements and contracts,

– Certain financial information, 

– Mergers / Acquisitions / Disposals, 

– Substantial impairments / loan defaults,

– Change in directors/officers

– Change in control

– Results of shareholder votes

– Other material information, including Reg FD disclosures and press releases

– Legally required ➔ they provide a complete record of certain 
unscheduled info types

– Filed with the SEC and made public via the SEC’s EDGAR server



Example: Tesla 2 July 2021 

• Mix of hard (numbers) and soft (language) info
• Range from completely unstructured/unstandardised to fairly standardised



Filing and accessing 8-K information

Company files 
info

SEC EDGAR SYSTEM
• Parses doc
• Checks
• Accepts and assembles 8K

SEC EDGAR 
SERVER

• All 8-Ks made 
public

Server access log file

Retail

Traditional financial

Cloud computing

Database and media

Our research    
Who accesses what info and when



The SEC’s EDGAR Server log file

• 14 year period: 2003 to 2016

• Data on each “viewing” (referred to as a “visit”) of an 8-K

• 4 billion visits, multiple terabytes

• time stamp, HTTP status codes, IP address (partial redaction), crawler flag, …

Use access patterns and reaction times to classify:
• Humans vs Machines 

• e.g., >5 downloads per minute or >1,000 per day, 
• + 2 other methods … 96% agreeance

Use IP addresses (MaxMind IP lookup + TR Ownership + Capital IQ) to classify users:
• Cloud computing users
• Traditional financial institutions 
• Database / media
• Internet service providers (retail)
• Regulators and education / other

Link all that with
CRSP
Compustat
IBES
Refinitiv
NYSE TAQ
SEC MIDAS



Humans vs machines through time 



The growing importance of cloud computing machines



What information do 
machines access?

How does that compare 
to humans?



Humans drawn to negative sentiment 
news / machines are sentiment neutral

Both pay more attention to bigger 8-
Ks that likely contain more info

Humans pay more attention to bigger 
stocks and value stocks / machines 
care uniformly about the cross-section 

➔ Limited capacity of humans ➔
must allocate scarce attention

By 8-K content, humans drawn to more 
specific, anticipated info, machines not



Impact on market 
efficiency?



Measure drift (underreaction) + overshoots

• Recall PEAD ➔ drift: Measure the (inefficient) drift but 
also capture overreaction (if 
present):



Second measure: 
Separate information + noise with variance decomposition

• Brogaard, Nguyen, Putnins, Wu (2021):



Overall impacts on efficiency

1) Cloud computing machines consistently 
improve efficiency

➔ impact is significant out to 20 days post 8-K

2) Machines collectively have an insignificant
impact, because of the heterogeneity in 
machine types 

➔ not all machines are equal!

3) More humans accessing information does 
not help efficiency (can harm)



Which way does 
causality run?



Identifying causality
• Three identification strategies:

1) Exploit exogenous cloud computing server outages
– Cloud servers are fairly robust, but they do go down! (hundreds of times in our sample)
– Also exploit electricity outages that affect humans

2) Instrumental variables, exploiting the fact that human viewership is constrained on high 
macro news days, concentrated in certain stocks, influenced by sentiment, but machines 
are not

3) Index additions/deletions ➔ disproportionately impact attention-constrained humans 
compared to unconstrained machines

➔ All three suggest causality is:

Cloud machines Efficiency



Mechanism?  
Machine views ➔ informed trades ➔ price discovery?



Machine viewership ➔ informed trading
… but human viewership does not

• PIN = Probability of Informed Trading (Easley and O’Hara)



Cloud machine viewership ➔ algo trading post 8-K
… human viewership does not



When do machines 
have an edge?

When do humans 
have an edge?



#1: Readability of the info 

• Known: Companies increasingly cater to machines by preparing filings 
with higher machine readability (Cao et al., 2020) ➔ adds to machine 
advantage

• Known: Companies with disclosures that humans find difficult to read 
trade at significant discount to fundamentals (Hwang and Kim, 2017) 
➔ induces uncertainty and distrust among humans (not machines)

➔Machines might have advantage when info is difficult for humans

➔ Confirmed in the data: Machines have stronger positive impact in 
linguistically complex 8-Ks (Gunning FOG + Flesch-Kincaid measures)



#2: Sentiment and bias

• Known: Emotion interferes with decision-making

• Known: Humans struggle to process bad news rationally and 
tend to overreact (Tetlock, 2007) ➔ excessive pessimism 

– An asymmetric bias.  Machines should not be affected

➔Machines might contribute more to efficiency in high-sentiment 
settings and high pessimism bias setting

➔Confirmed in the data: Machines have stronger impact on 
efficiency in filings with many negative words



#3: Sequential/repeat information

• Known: Trade-off between fast+noisy and slow+accurate processing 
of information (Dugast and Foucault, 2018) ➔many machines are 
trained to respond quickly to information in isolation

• e.g., predict whether a given announcement => P↑ or P↓   

➔Combining sequential, incremental information is how humans can 
make slow, but good decisions (difficult for a machine)

➔Repeat information can be incorrectly interpreted by a machine as a 
new signal

➔ Expect humans will have an edge when information is sequential with 
some repetition and some incremental element

➔ Confirmed in the data: In Item 2.02 (largely repeats previously 
disclosed financial info), humans are more effective than machines 



Summary

• The most sophisticated machines (cloud computing users) consistently drive 
↑ efficient price discovery around info events

• Not all machines are beneficial to market efficiency

• Channel: Cloud machines ➔ Informed and algo trades ➔ efficiency

• Machines excel:
– Where humans are most prone to bias (e.g., pessimism),  
– When humans are constrained (small stocks, busy days)
– Linguistic complexity

• Humans have an edge:
– Combining sequential information that overlaps
– Soft information
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